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The objective of this study was to provide an environmental impact assessment for the municipality of
Bucharest. To touch this objective, air samples were taken from five monitoring stations and water from
two rivers during 2007-2015. On the basis of all the information collected, the environmental impact
assessment was carried out with the help of the Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix. Considering the
surroundings of all monitoring stations, the air quality at which the inhabitants of Bucharest are exposed can
be considered good. The Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix (RIAM) is a tool for analyzing, organizing and
presenting the results of a holistic environmental impact assessment and ensuring a transparent and
permanent record of the analysis process, organizing the environmental impact assessment procedure,
which leads to a considerable reduction in the type of environmental impact assessment. The simple,
structured form of the matrix allows for rapid and accurate in-depth reconstruction and analysis of selected
components. This flexibility makes the method a powerful tool both for making and evaluating environmental
impacts.The matrix has the ability to perform series of operations to compare variants; is able to compare
assessments made in different sectors. The evaluation steps contained in the matrix allow for both
quantitative and qualitative data to be evaluated.
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The Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix (RIAM) method
was applied to highlight which of the environmental
components would be most affected by pollutants.

The impact matrix method consists of building a matrix
in which the evaluated activities are specified on a
coordinate, and the other coordinates are the potentially
affected environmental factors. At the intersection of
activities with environmental factors, the intensity and
importance of impact are quantified [19-22]. Using this
method allows us to analyze all possible relationships,
which makes the overall assessment more objective. The
method allows the assessment of both direct and indirect
impacts. Impact assessment matrices typically use ladder
scales and scales to differentiate the roles of different types
of activities and environmental factors, which give a
complex character to the method. Among the advantages
of the method are: the ability to compare different types of
impacts based on common judgments, transparency,
flexibility, ease and economy [1].

This matrix was modeled on Pastakia and Jensen in
1998 [17]. This is a useful tool for organizing, analyzing
and presenting the results of the environmental impact
assessment.

Initially, RIAM was developed to compare alternatives
within a project, but it can also be used to compare different
plans and programs in terms of their impact on the
environment [1, 2].

The matrix can be modified according to the different
criteria that the evaluator wishes to achieve, provided the
Scale Assessment Scale offered by Pastakia is a variable
one [3,4].

Sources of environmental degradation are all
anthropogenic activities that exceed the environmental
support capacity and require significant changes in the
functionality and structure of natural ecosystems and
human communities [19, 23-28]. Air pollution in Bucharest
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has a specific character, primarily due to the location of
residential areas close to industrial areas and traffic in
Bucharest, (Ilfov County taking dispersion and emissions
here), the existence of multiple sources, different heights
of sources Pollution, as well as an uneven distribution of
these sources [21]. Environmental pollution has been
studied by [6, 13, 20, 25, 27, 28].

Sources of air pollution are industrial fixed sources,
usually concentrated on existing industrial platforms, new
industrial areas, generally located along the Capital Ring
Road, the expansion on large areas of new residential areas,
motor traffic, in particular along the national roads
connecting Bucharest with the highway traffic on the
highway [7].

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of sources of
environmental degradation in Bucharest.

Fig.1 Spatial distribution of sources of environmental degradation in
Bucharest [5]
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Experimental part
Materials and methods

The Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix is a tool for
analyzing, organizing and presenting the results of the
environmental impact assessment and ensuring a
transparent and permanent record of the analysis process,
while organizing the environmental impact assessment
procedure. The simple, structured form of the matrix allows
for rapid and accurate in-depth reconstruction and analysis
of selected components [8-10].

The impact of the activities is evaluated to the
environmental components and for each component a
score is determined using the defined criteria, thus ensuring
a measurement of the potential impact on the
environmental components [11]. The method allows the
assessment of both direct and indirect impacts [12, 14,
18].

Stages of application of the MERI method: accuracy of
evaluation criteria and steps; defining the environmental
aspects considered and grouping by class; calculation of
environmental scores for each environmental aspect;
conversion of individual environmental scores by impact
categories; the precision of the impact category for each
class of environmental aspects [14].

The method allows the assessment of both direct and
indirect impact.

The calculation procedure for the Rapid Impact
Assessment Matrix involves the following equations:

A1 x A2 = At (1)
B1 + B2 + B3 = Bt (2)
At x Bt = ES (3)

Where: A1, A2, B1, B2, B3 - evaluation criteria by the
RIAM method [17]

At, Bt - scores obtained by multiplying, respectively
adding the values assigned to the evaluation criteria

ES - environmental score for the analyzed factor.
The standard evaluation criteria set out fall into two

major types:
A - criteria that can individually change the achieved

environmental score
B - Individual criteria that can not change the

environmental score.
The amount of grades in group (B) is then multiplied by

the value resulting from the multiplication of grades in
group (A), thus providing a final evaluation score (ES).

ES is the environmental score for the analyzed factor
[17-19].

The Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix (RIAM) requires
the definition of specific assessment components through
a categorization process, and these environmental
components fall into one of the four categories defined
below: physical / chemical; Relating to all physical and
chemical aspects of the environment; biological /

ecological On all the biological aspects of the environment;
sociological / cultural; On all human aspects of the
environment, including cultural issues; economic /
operational; The qualitative identification of the temporary
and permanent economic consequences of changing the
environment [1, 11, 17].

In order to ensure a safer assessment system, ES
individual scores are listed grouped by category so that
they can be compared. After obtaining environmental
scores, they are converted into impact categories (CI)
based on the conversion scale below.

The final evaluation for each component is made
according to these categories. Once the ES scores have
been fixed in a category, they can be presented individually
or grouped by the component type and can be presented in
graphical or numerical form, as required by the
representation.

Results and discussions
In order to use the described evaluation system, a matrix

comprising cells showing the criteria used in relation to
each defined component is made for each project variant.
In each cell, the notes to the individual criteria are entered.
Using the above formulas, the Environmental Score (ES) is
calculated and recorded.

Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix evaluation. Results,
Quantification, Discussions Following Environmental
Impact Assessment of Pollutants Issued in Bucharest
Romania [8] (table 1).

For the criterion of the importance of the condition, we
awarded the 1 st note, because the air pollution in
Bucharest is important only for the local area.

If the CO, SO2, NO2 and Cr6+ emissions do not exceed
the alert thresholds (*) against the maximum permitted
concentrations in the applicable legislation, the magnitude
of the effect is given (0), with no change in the status quo
. Considering what has been said above, we have awarded
Note 1 for the following criteria taken into account in this
method: permanence, reversibility and cumulativity, with
no changes in the environment. Based on the calculations
and scores granted, the environmental score (EScm) for air
emissions is 4, falling within the (+ A) slightly positive
impact category [20].

From the analysis of the data presented in figure 2 it is
observed that for the 2007-2015 period, for Bucharest traffic
stations for the SO2 pollutant, there is a general tendency
to reduce the annual average concentrations, which were
generally below the limit values of 40 µg / m3.

For SO2 no special problems were reported, with
registered concentrations falling below the limit values
(350 µg / m3) or daily (125 µg / m3) in 2013.

Compared with previous years, sulfur dioxide
concentrations remain at the same level well below the
limit values for human health protection. For sulfur dioxide,

Table 1
RAPID AIR IMPACT ASSESSMENT

MATRIX
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For the NO2 pollutant (the limit value for human health
protection has exceeded more than 18 times in 2007 and
2008, and the situation continues in the years to come).

Annual average values have fallen sharply since 2009
compared to previous years. However, annual average
values exceed the annual limit value for human health
protection at Mihai Bravu station due to road traffic.

Suspensions
The monitored powders, according to the requirements

of the EU Directives, are PM10 and PM 2.5 powders,
particles with aerodynamic diameter less than 10 µm or
less than 2.5 µm. These fine powders are the most
dangerous, as they can enter very deep into the respiratory
system and cause or accrue lung diseases.

No exceedance of the limit value for human health
protection (10 mg / mc, averaged over 8 h) was observed
for CO (carbon monoxide) concentration.

Fig. 2.Evolution of the average SO2 atmospheric pollutant annual
concentrations recorded at traffic stations in Bucharest during

2007-2015. FU = urban fund, FSUB = suburban fund, FR = rural /
regional fund, I = industrial, T = transport

in 2013 there was no exceedance of the alert threshold at
any monitoring station [20].

Annual average concentrations of nitrogen dioxide were
analyzed. NO2 concentrations in the air are assessed using
the hourly limit value for human health protection (200 µg
/ m3) allowed to exceed 18 times per year and the annual
limit value for human health protection (40 µg / m3). Annual
average concentrations of nitrogen dioxide in air show
exceedances in the annual limit value for human health
(40 µg / m3) in Bucharest at the following stations that
monitor traffic pollution: in 2009 Lacul Morii (61 µg / m3),
Titan (68µg / m3), Mihai Bravu (43.35µg / m3), Mihai Bravu
(50µg / m3) in 2010, Drumul Taberei (41.96µg / 2012 in
Mihai Bravu (60 µg / m3) and Mihai Bravu (45 µg / m3) in
Mihai Bravu (60 µg / m3) and Mihai Bravu (45µg / m3), In
2015 also at Mihai Bravu (43 µg / m3) (fig. 3) [20].

Fig. 3 The annual average NO2 concentrations recorded in
Bucharest  during the period 2007-2015

Fig. 4 Evolution of annual PM10 averages over 2007-2015

Table 2
RAPID ASSESSMENT

OF IMPACT ON
DRINKING WATER

Heavy metals
The annual average concentrations of Pb were below

the annual limit value for human health protection (0.5 µg
/ m3).

For cadmium, no annual target (5 µg /m3) was exceeded
at any of the monitoring stations.

Because in the legislation in force the maximum
admissible concentrations for Cr6 +, sulphides and H2S and
extractable substances in groundwater are not mentioned,
we did not give any note of the criteria discussed in this
method.
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Concentrations determined for Total Cr, Pb2+,
Suspensions do not exceed the alert threshold (***) so we
awarded Score 0 for Criterion A2 and Note 1 for Criteria B1,
B2 and B3, with no changes to the status quo .

We have given note 2 on the degree of permanence,
reversibility and cumulativity, the effects being temporary,
reversible and non-cumulative.

According to the calculations and the scores granted,
the environmental score for the environmental component
- drinking water (EIS) is (-24), falling within the medium
category (-C) moderate negative impact, [1, 4, 11].

Conclusions
They were taken air samples from five monitoring and

water stations from two rivers over the period 2007-2015.
On the basis of all the information collected, the
environmental impact assessment was carried out with
the help of the Rapid Impact Assessment Matrix. In general,
considering the surroundings of all monitoring stations, the
air quality at which the inhabitants of Bucharest are
exposed can be considered good. The RIAM method has
been introduced into computer programs, which allows
for rapid analysis. Due to its ability to use qualitative data,
the method can be used at various levels within the
development cycle, thus providing guidance on possible
positive and negative effects in a more efficient way than
with other methods. The image produced by RIAM (in
matrix values   and histograms obtained) represents the
real representation of the judgments made by the
evaluators. Another valuable feature of RIAM is that the
steps used for each criterion are defined; consequently,
subjective reasoning is understood by the learner. This
accuracy is related to the transparency of RIAM records.

The RIAM method has been tested and validated for a
real case study to assess the environmental impact
(Bucharest, Romania). Two environmental components
were analyzed: drinking water and air to prevent man-
made disasters water and air pollution.

The proposed measures are aimed at reducing vehicle
pollution, increasing green areas, controlling construction
sites, etc. Bucharest is Romania’s most powerful engine
of development, providing a quarter of national GDP.
Considering the increase in temperature, which has led to
global warming, it is very useful to assess the
environmental impact.
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